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Abstract

The Saturn and Guru in the roles health is pretty much wide area for the research. In this article the focus would be on the impact of Guru and Saturn in various birth charts and its combination. Typical this leads of.
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1. Introduction

In the Natal Rasi chart, Sagittarius and Pieces are the owned by Jupiter. Capricorn and Aquarius is owned by the Saturn. The combination of Saturn and Guru and impacts were observed as below in terms of transit.

2. Rules for Saturn and Guru Combination

Saturn by nature slow moving and attributes to delay. Guru alias Jupiter is said to possess knowledge in Vedic science. Doing charitable deeds, abundant patience.

Let’s see few definitions of Guru and Saturn:

1. As per the Saravali, the translation is as below:
   a. In page 160, point 28, If Jupiter and Saturn be such planets as to cause Durudhura Yoga the native will be happy, will have knowledge of politics, will be sweet in speech, learned, peaceful, wealthy and good looking.
   b. In page 174, 21, Jupiter-Saturnyoga: A native who has Jupiter and Saturn together at birth will be heroic, will have plenty of wealth, will be chief of the city (mayor etc.), famous, and will be the head of an assembly, a village or an association.
   Notes: The combination Is congenial for political positions, like assembly speakers, village heads, mayors etc., as well as heads of associations etc. Such people are also found as successful doctors and advocates. Jatakabharana has almost similar views as of Kalyana Varma, but adds that the native will achieve his alms.

2. In Page 184, Point 24 defines as “Moon-Jupiter-Saturn Yoga: One who has Moon, Jupiter and Saturn combination at birth will know the Inner meaning of Sasthras, will seek union with aged women, be devoid of shame and be the head of a village and people. Notes: The native will yield to his wife, according to Manasagar. One will be addicted to women of higher age bracket as Saturn partakes in this yoga.”

3. In page 206, Point 5, Should Venus, the Sun, Mars and Saturn; or Jupiter, Mars, the Sun and Saturn; or Mars, the Moon, Jupiter and Saturn with strength be in conjunction at birth, native takes to asceticism. This is a combination of renunciation.

4. In page 207, Point 9, The native will be Initiated into a religious vow, If a) the luminaries, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter and Saturn or b) The Moon, Mars, Saturn, Mercury, Jupiter and the Sun or c) Mars, the luminaries, Saturn, Venus and Mercury, join together at birth.

5. In page 208, point 14, A patient ascetic (awaiting the blessing of the Supreme) is Indicated by either the combination of the Moon, Mercury, Mars and Saturn or of Mercury, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn.

6. In page 208, point 17, Find the planets together in individual groups as under 1) Venus, Moon, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, 2) the Moon, Mercury, Mars, Jupiter and Venus, 3) The luminaries, Mars, Mercury and Jupiter. The result is that the ascetic will be sorrowful.
Brihat Parasara Hora Sastra defines as below:

1. Jupiter and Saturn will, if be in the 2nd Upapada, cause disorders of ears/eyes to the wife.

2. In chart 3, both Jupiter and Saturn are not angular from the ascendant but are invested with exaltation positions. Hence both the planets will mutually represent and become favorable in their Dasa periods. Also, see the chart of Sri Morarji Desai under sloka, ch. 24 in which Jupiter, Saturn and Mars play as mutual co-workers.

3. Page 349, verses 25-26, FOR GEMINI ASCENDANT: Mars, Jupiter and the Sun are malefic while Venus is the only auspicious planet, the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn is similar to that for Aries ascendant. The Moon is the prime killer, but it is dependent on her association. Thus have been explained by the scholars the effects for Gemini ascendant.

**Durudhura Yoga**

In the event that there are planets aside from the Sun on one or the other side of the Moon, the arrangement is named Durudhura Yoga.

The individual brought into the world under Durudhura Yoga will be abundant, will appreciate gigantic riches and solaces. The subject with the Moon among Saturn and Jupiter will be agreeable, proficient and learned, attractive, commendable, possessing abundance, mollifying forces, and modesty. Combinations we define comes from few possibilities: Saturn is placed in Jupiter house will bring the native to slow down in deliverables. At the same time Jupiter placed in Saturn house this would attribute difficulty in living standards of the person. Alternatively, renunciation as that would benefit the native. Few will analyze a natal chart for the purpose.

### 3. Analysis

On Analyzing the Chart as per Research Methodology.

Male born on Coimbatore.

Birth date: 29-Sep-1962, 07:08

Latitude: 11N01.00

Longitude: 77E00.00

#### 4. Impact of Guru Dasa

The natal chart of this person indicates the impact of Guru Dasa. Jupiter is placed at the 6th cusp in retrograde in Saturn’s house of Capricorn and Aquarius. The real reason when Jupiter by birth indicates 6th cusp lord placed in the. Saturn is placed in the Capricorn. Typically, this person almost lives like renunciation.

For this person, Saturn Vimsothari Dasa starting on 27-Oct-2019. During this period this person suffered business loss and literally lost all the money. Gradually his business was forced to bankrupt due to financial losses.

4th cusp is present in the Saturn house of Capricorn and is moveable rasi, this person suffered lot of travels that made him undergo heavy stress. Though he won the court case he was not able to recover the money from the business suits. During Saturn Dasa and Guru Bhukti, his son got married and he was a proud grandson. This means Guru by nature blessed goodness. As the books indicated this person had goodness in bad time and happen to calm.

### 5. Conclusion

The rules of Guru by default of blessing nature and Saturn that delays the nature of success. By the Vimosadari dasa system this was very promising and provides relief to this person. The planetary placement works very nice for this person.
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